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Athens, 10/23-01-2018
To His Eminence Andronik, Archbishop of Syracuse, NY

The Most Reverend Vladyka,
The Lord Jesus Christ, Who appeared in the Jordan, may always abundantly grant His enlightenment
from above to you.
At the meeting of our Holy Synod on December 8/21, 2017, it was decided, after a consultation with
the members of the Holy Diocesan Synod of our Church in America, to address you with this
fraternal letter in order to express our pain and sorrow for the continuing division among the
Hierarchy of our beloved brothers Hierarchs of the Russian Church Abroad. We therefore wish to
share our thoughts with you, emphasizing that we all pray that there is a way out of this painful crisis
as soon as possible.
Firstly, we report that the forthcoming issue has repeatedly been the subject of conversations, as
much for our Holy Synod of the Church of the GOC of Greece, as for the Diocesan Synod of America.
And because, as is known, this crisis of the ROCA is also causing problems for the Church of the GOC
of Greece, especially in a geographical place abroad, where the parishes of both Churches are
present.
Most Rev. Metropolitan of Toronto, Moses, was very sad when he learned that his friendly visit to
the neighbouring Russian Parish was misunderstood and that despite his good intentions, this event,
quite unfairly, was the reason for the aggravation of the mutual relations of the two sides that
remain in disagreement within the ROCA.
All Bishops of our Holy Synod believe that the disagreement between you and the clergy of Met.
Agafangel relate not to dogmatic, but administrative issues, for which it is quite possible to find a
solution through dialogue.
However, it should be noted that your party hastened to arbitrarily ordain the bishop for Australia
and accept in communion another bishop in America; these actions, in our opinion, are hasty, and
aggravate the difficulties for reconciliation. In addition, we do not approve of certain promulgations
and official statements and declarations on your part, by which you are trying to justify the
fragmentation of the Church into many parts, which give a cause to Metropolitan Agafangel and
those with him to condemn you more sharply. In any case, we think that through honest and sincere
dialogue it is possible to find solutions to all this.
In the direction of the opening of the dialogue, we ask Your Eminence to appoint a suitable person
from your clergy who is familiar with these administrative problems so that he participates in a
dialogue with such a member of the Clergy from Metropolitan Agafangel’s side.
Most Rev. Archbishop Sofroniy in his Report “The Causes of Crisis in the Russian Orthodox Church
Outside of Russia”, in the end, says: "For many years we have made every possible effort to find a

conciliar solution to these problems" (second paragraph of the conclusion). There is no reason for
interrupting the effort now, the more so as we also propose to promote it to the extent possible.
We will continue to encourage Metropolitan Agafangel to refrain from taking disciplinary action
against you and instructively participate in this way in dialogue. We ask you not to close the door of
the dialogue, because if something like this happens, then the effort on our part to persuade
Metropolitan Agafangel to hold a moderate position will become impotent. In this case, the
consequences will be very painful and we will come to the conclusion that the burden of
responsibility rests with the party that interrupted the effort to reconcile.
In the hope of a positive response on your part, we remain faithful in the brotherly love in Christ,

Chief Secretary of the Holy Synod

† Photios of Dimitriada

[translated from Russian original]

